Figure 5-397.900
As-Built Bridge Data

Approved, and signed, May 10, 2017.

**Approved 05-10-2017**
In left column / box:
- Changed the Item title from: CONCRETE WEARING COURSE to WEARING COURSE.
- Under SPECIAL SURFACE FINISH, changed SYSTEM: to PRODUCT NAME and changed COLOR: to COLOR & TEXTURE.
- Changed the Item title from: FINISHING ROADWAY FACES OF BARRIER RAILING to FINISHING ROADWAY FACES OF BARRIER OR PARAPET.

In center column / box:
- Removed: BRIDGE REMOVAL / BRIDGE OPENING box.
- Added: NOTIFICATION TO ADD, REMOVE, OR REHAB A STRUCTURE box with web site info.
- Added: CHANGE OF VERTICAL CLEARANCE box with web site info.

In right column / box:
- Under OTHER ITEMS, added “QUANTITY BOX” with different types of repair quantities to be entered.
- Changed the note at the bottom of column / box to include a web site for submission when bridge is open to traffic.

Left of the Sheet Title, added a box with information / location for the electronic forms.
Removed the initial boxes from the sheet title information box.

**Revised 10-28-2008**
Added: “BRIDGE REMOVAL / BRIDGE OPENING” box, below the center box on the sheet.

**Revised 05-27-2005**
In left box changed:
- BEARING PADS to ELASTOMERIC BEARING PADS
- NEOPRENE PAD MANUFACTURER to PAD MANUFACTURER
- SPECIAL SURFACE TREATMENT to SPECIAL SURFACE FINISH
- TYPE to SYSTEM

In the center box changed:
- Mn/DOT CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION NUMBER to Mn/DOT SPECIFICATION NUMBER
- 2276 OR 2478 OR 2479 to 2478 OR 2479 OR OTHER

In the right-bottom box changed:
- SUBMIT THIS FORM WITH THE PROJECT FINAL, AND SUBMIT A COPY TO THE OFFICE OF BRIDGES AND STRUCTURES … to AT THE TIME OF THE FINAL, THIS COMPLETED AS-BUILT BRIDGE DATA SHEET MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE BRIDGE OFFICE …

**Revised 03-02-2005**
At top-left corner: changed CONCRETE OVERLAY to CONCRETE WEARING COURSE

Approved, and signed, September 26, 2003.